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President’s Corner
Patty Draper

I am writing this month’s President’s Corner

because President Bill, in an effort to supply you with yet

another shop safety tip,

has cut his index finger

really good leaving him

only the other index

finger to type with.  At his

present typing speed, we

estimate that the May

President’s Corner would

be ready sometime in

July.

Weighing

heavily on Bill’s mind

this month is that there are several board of trustee

positions up for election in August.  They are Program

Chair, Secretary, two trustee positions, Vice President

and President—all positions begin in January 2006.  This

is your opportunity to have your voice heard and give

something back to the blacksmithing community. 

Contact Secretary Anne Reynolds to indicate your

interest.  Secondly, if you haven’t made your plans to

attend the Southeastern Regional Blacksmith Conference

in Madison, Georgia, drop everything and do it now. 

This event comes around every other year only!  The

conference regularly has the best tool sales in the

Southeast, and the demonstrator lineup this year is

outstanding.  See www.southernblacksmithassoc.com for

details or call Bill for more info.  

So, back to the shop accident, I mean safety tip. 

The lantern he was working on when it happened is out

of this world, no question about it.  Bill worked a week

straight on it, including designing it.  He was done except

for running the wiring and applying the finish.  After an

all day session, he ate an early dinner and headed back to

the shop to turn off the lights and close the doors. 

Unable to resist finishing one more thing, he revved up

the drill to enlarge a screw hole in the top piece of a bulb

socket.  He cinched the work in the vise and went to

work, holding the piece so it wouldn’t vibrate so much.  

Well, you probably know what happen.  The

drill bit caught and sent the piece spinning at a high rate

of speed, cutting his restraining finger at the same time. 

Since then, he has had a trip to the emergency room and

four stitches in his finger (the cut was about one-third of

an inch deep).  He then developed an infection in his

finger and had to have the stitches removed, the gaping

slit swabbed out and a shot of antibiotics in his posterior

region.  He is a taking antibiotics orally as well, and

sleeps with his index finger elevated.  He certainly hasn’t

been able to do any hammering.  On the positive side,

from his point of view, he can’t wash the dishes or rub

my back either.  

In hindsight, Bill says that instead of using his

hand to steady the work clamped in the vise, he should

have used a vise grip and kept his hand well away.  I also

can’t help thinking that the accident was an indirect result

of his being tired after spending a full day in the shop. 

Whatever the exact cause, it would certainly be a good

idea to avoid getting your hand near anything you are

drilling on.  So, don’t do what Bill did—he says it really,

really, really hurts.

 (Sometimes even using a cross-slide vise on a drill-press

can bite - take a look at my left-hand when you see me

next! - Editor) 

Ed Aaron

Steve Bloom

Debbra Docsa

Patty Draper

Tom Kennedy

Clyde Payton

Kenley Platt
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Upcoming Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community.  Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) sponsored events are highlighted in bold
typeface.  The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere.  Come to more than one if you can.  We hold regular monthly meetings in each region
(except that we all try to get together at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-last.  The actual
dates may vary from month to month; check the schedule below.  Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.  Prospective members are always welcome.
Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools, or just watch.  Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay all day, unless
otherwise noted.  If you have any questions about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators listed below:

NE- May 07

NW-May 14

SW - May 28
SE - May 21

Northeast Region: Ken Knight (352)-339-0629 –unknown--

Northwest Region: Billie Christie (850) 421-1386 chriswood@talweb.com

Southeast Region: Ed Aaron (561) 748-9824 EdandMickieAaron@aol.com

Southwest Region: Jerry Wolfe (941) 355-5615 wolfeforge@juno.com

May, 2005

NE May 07 Steve Bloom's - near Williston,FL

NW May 14 Dr. Ed and Nancy Crane’s new shop -

Tallahassee-Fly press demo

Madison May19-21 - Madison, GA

SE May 21 Yesteryear Village

SW May 28 Wolfe Forge in Sarasota – Demonstration for

beginners and about heat treatment of tools.
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Expanded Coverage of this months events

NE     May 07

Ironflower Forge - traditional chili - enameling on bronze,

fit-and-finish on a hidden tang knife (featuring a new

invention - the home-made wood mill) and open forge time

to build fire-tools for the conference’s blacksmith classes.

Buck-in-the-Bucket of course and bring brake drums if you

have them for contributions to the same classes. We’ll also

check out a new flux and composite blade welding. 

SW   May 28

Meet at Wolfe Forge; 2260 Whitfield Park Dr, Sarasota

(Extra Garage J6); Just west of US 301 and Whitfield Ave

 (941) 702-1719

9AM – Beginner forging demonstration. Basics of starting

a fire and basic hammer techniques. How to make points,

make a nail and making hooks.  Demonstration by Jerry

Wolfe on heat treatment of tool steels.  Bring some tool steel

and make a tool. Bring a donation for the IRON in the

HAT).    Help us “revitalize” the SW region by coming and

sharing your ideas.  Bring a dish to share for our noon meal.

Drinks will be furnished.

Extended Forecast

NW    June 11

Clyde and Vi Payton’s shop, Monticello, Fl.Call

850/997-3627 or email paytonforge@nettally.com if you

have questions. We have a very interesting PROGRAM

lined up for this Regional Meet – Edgar Chattin, a master

blade smith, will demonstrate how to make a Tomahawk.  In

the afternoon Mike Murphy will conduct a Tomahawk

Throwing Contest.  We will have two forge stations set up

for beginners classes with all materials and tools supplied –

you bring your own eye/ear protection – which is required

if you participate. We also will have a hugh “tailgate” sales

section – so bring all your tools and junque which you wish

to sell.  Iron-In-The-Hat raffle will be at noon so bring a

donation for this.  Lunch will be a special feature of the day

– please bring a “covered dish” or baked goods or dessert.

Sooo -  come join us from wherever you are – you are

welcome – We’re gonna have FUN!

SW   Jun 25

Wolfe Forge in Sarasota.  What demonstration would you

like to see?  Call and give suggestions (941-355-5615)

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
Board of Trustees adopts change to ensure

regional representation 

To guarantee that each region of FABA has at least

one trustee representing it on the Board of Trustees, the

board recently approved a change to the qualifications of

trustees.  Beginning in 2007, there will be a trustee position

for each region: NE, NW, SE, and SW.  Candidates for the

trustee position representing a particular region will be

required to live in that region.  The board hopes that this

change will eliminate the possibility that a region with fewer

members would be without representation on the board.  

Presently, trustees candidates run for whatever

positions are open and are selected based on the number of

votes cast for them.  Typically regions with more members

have the votes to elect more trustees.  The change will be

introduced by limiting the terms of the two trustees elected

in this election cycle (to serve beginning in 2006) to one

year rather than two.  

Reports from the Southwest

Jerry Wolfe

We are getting organized and soliciting assistance from

FABA members in the Sarasota / Bradenton / Tampa / Ft

Meyers area.  I want to establish a key group so it will make

light work for a few faithful workers. If you can help, give

me a call – 941 355 5615.  Demonstrations are being

organized for the fourth Saturday in the month, if you have

demo to share, please advise.  If you want to host a

hammer-in at your shop, please advise and we will help

organize.

Reports from the Southeast

Ed Aaron

Our March 19th meeting was held at Don Shedlock's "Steely

Don's Shop," with 18 people attending.Don started by

showing a tape on the safe operation of an oxyacetylene

torch. After a tour of his shop, he demonstrated the use of

various equipment. Don's friendliness and easy manner

promoted the participation of everyone present. With three

torch sets and a plasma cutter, everyone tried their hand at

cutting and welding. (Note: Don's shop is awesome, with a

variety of cutting,welding, shaping and forging equipment)

 

And now to the good stuff- LUNCH- , Don and Colleen

provided everything from drinks, homemade pastries,

brownies, cookies, chicken, ham, turkey, baked beans,

salads, rolls and other delicious items.

 Thank you Don and Colleen.

 Please, bring plans or thoughts for items for donation at the

conference auction.     Any thoughts for future meetings,

location or agenda, contact me...Until next month.
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Memorial for a smith - Gary Wade

(abstracted from the Orlando Sentinel by Tom Kennedy)

Gary Allen Wade, a fourth-generation farrier, died due to injuries suffered in an automobile accident.  He was 57. 

Wade moved to Orlando after getting out of the army and became a farrier at Ben White Raceway.  He met his wife, 

Terry, a driver, trainer and groomer, there.  In 1973, Wade became the only farrier at Walt Disney World and remained

in that job until his death.  One of the reasons Gary Loved his job so much was because it provided him an opportunity

to talk to the guests at Disney.  He called snowbirds his "Yankee friends" and shared stories of Florida history with

them.

Though Gary was skilled and recognized in his field, he was known for his humbleness.  He wrote articles based on his

profession and was featured in draft horse-shoeing books but he never boasted of his accomplishements, and sought

always to help by teaching others.

Gary's passion and dedication to his interests rubbed off on his children.  His son, Justin, has become a fifth-generation

horseshoer and attributes his career to his father's influence.  His daughter, Stacey Reditt of Orlando, runs the Central

Florida Youth Fair and learned public speaking from her father.  "Our jobs reflect on what he has done for us," Justin

Wade said.  Gary is also survived by his wife Terry Wade.

Those who wish may send donations to: The Gary Wade Memorial Fund;5408 Hondu Way;Orlando, FL 32810-3315

--and Tom adds--

I personally will miss Gary a great deal.  He was a talented smith and a valued friend full of warmth and fellowship,

always happy to lend a hand.  I also find it interesting to note that when Gary was out on medical leave a few years

ago, due to back problems, it took no less than four people to fill in for the work he performed at the Disney Stables.

Debbra Docsa

Steely Dan made for a great March meeting of the SE

FABA group! I knew we were in for a treat when I strolled

up to his new shop. It was obvious at first sight that this was

a place of business and here was a man who made a living

with his skills and his art.

The shop was organized for work with tool stations, steel

storage, work benches, a finish room, machinery and forge

areas. Steely had rolls and coffee for us and then the

program was under way. First, a walk through of the shop,

work stations and a look at various tools and machines ; of

course this prompted questions and conversations of sharing

information. Then, Steely

ran the videotape; literally. He found a few different tapes

on the safety of welding with gas, previewed them and

rolled the best for us. I believe every one of us picked up a

tip or two.

Lunch time was a delightful feast that Colleen --Steely's wife

and business partner--laid out in style for us. We dined

verandah style on marinated chicken, ham sandwiches,

potato salad, baked beans, assorted garnishments and

brownies. .I wasn't sure we'd pull the gang away from the

table but sure enough when the time rolled around everyone

was back in the shop.

Steely demonstrated welding and cutting with oxyacetylene

and then cutting with the plasma cutter. Then it was our turn.

He'd cut boxes full of pieces for all of us to practice with

and arranged to have 3 or 4 outfits on hand to do it with.

Everyone gave it a try with on lookers coaxing and handing

out tips.

I walked away with a wealth of information and a new found

confidence in working with steel. The comments I heard

from fellow FABA members tell me the  same was true for

many of them.

Steely Don set out to provide an information-filled day and

to illustrate that a person can make a living with steel. He

reached his goal and did it in style! Hats off to you Steely,

and thank you!
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Welcome New Members!

Forest Butera
1501 SW Meridian Avenue
Port St. Lucie, FL 34953
772-336-2323(H)
772-879-9400(W)
weaver@gate.net
(this is a corrected address)

Ned & Esther Digh
PO Box 765
Fulton, MO 65251
573-642-8332
npdigh@ktis.net

Mark & Kally Ferullo
16136 Villa Drive

Hudson, FL 34667
727-457-1230
carolferullo@earthlink.net

Mike Fortier
33 Seaview Circle
Boynton Beach, FL 33435
270-779-9726

Pierre Grenier
2901 SW 41 Street Apt. 808
Ocala, FL 34474
352-861-7160(H)
352-812-3788(W)
pgenterprisellc@earthlink.net

Grant Johnson
4736 Tory Sand Lane

Tallahassee, FL 32309
850-894-6436
grantjohnson@earthlink.net

Arlo Adrian Kelly
6 Casera Drive
Crawfordville, FL 32327
850-566-8711(H)
850-926-8711(W)

 
Margaret Levings
4679 W. Washington
Monticello, FL 32344-5955
850-997-8675(H)
850-997-5900(W)
vfr@aol.com

Mike Pizza
701 Percheron Circle
Nokomis, FL 34275
941-412-1017
mipiz1@msn.com

Jimmy, PJ & Nick Selph
PO Box 445
Barwick, GA 31720
229-735-4925(H)
229-403-1521(W)
jselph1@alltel.net

Glenn Simmons
5180 Horseshoe Circle N
West Palm Beach, FL 33417
561-686-7762(H)
561-842-1911(W)

A SHOP TIP: How to “SHARPEN” a disc Rotary Brush

Clyde Payton

After your new wire Rotary Brush has been used a while, the wire bristles will start bending over so that they just “sweep” the

work piece instead of properly “biting” the surface you are trying to brush clean. This can be corrected by simply removing

the rotary brush from the arbor adaptor and putting it back on in the reversed position. Now the bristles will again bite the

surface of the work piece as if it was new again. Depending on the amount of wear, you may want to do this twice or more

during the life of the brush.

A further note on Power wire brushes – both wheel and cup: You can buy both with  crimped wire or twisted knot wire.  A

“crimped” wire power brush has a pronounced propensity to sling wires loose at bullet speeds – especially if you over labor

the brush. In fact, instead of actually wearing down, on the crimped wire wheel brushes and on the crimped wire cup brushes

the single wires actually break off close to the hub and sling away at tremendous speed. THIS IS DANGEROUS! I have

actually had these “bullet” wires penetrate my overalls and stick into my skin! Thank God for eye/face protection!

On the other hand, the twisted knot power wire brushes actually wear down instead of flinging loose – a much safer tool!

MESSAGE: Don’t buy “crimped wire” brushes.
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Figure 1: A=chisels; B=Butchers; C=Fullers; D=Flatters

Figure 2: A feather

Repousse and Chasing
Kenley Platt

 After having received the Scholarship from our club, I decided to take a class in Repousse and Chasing. I chose a class

taught by Mark and Mindy Gardner of Illinois, at the John C Campbell Folk Art School in Brasstown, NC. The school offers

a relaxing and enjoyable setting. Mark And Mindy’s class fit the level I was at in my Blacksmithing. 

 

Using Repousse and Chasing techniques give you the ability to add flowers, leaves and other details to you project. Thus,

adding more eye appeal to the good blacksmithing you already do. Turning blacksmithing into an artistic work as I recently

observed our President demonstrate. A plain wine bottle holder became a artistic grape vine with vine, leaves and grapes.

 Mark Gardner is the tool maker.

He makes all of Mindy’s tools

and there are a lot of them.

Chisels-were used to cut out

patterns and do the line drawings.

Fullers- were for leaf veining and

making wide lines. Butchers-

were used for pushing the metal

away from the main subject to

form a background in a drawing.

Flatters- were used for blending.

Mark uses S-7 tool grade steel

for the tool, as did our president

for his tools used during his

demo.

 Our power was a swing arm style treadle hammer, which was a user friendly design. You are able to sit down doing the

work. To have the best control over your tools, requires putting your hands under the hammer, when working with the tools.

This can be very dangerous.  Do not attempt this with out a safety block or a restriction. The block or restriction prevents

the hammer head from closing completely onto your hand(s). Not heeding/or taking this precaution could lose you fingers.

The treadle hammers used during the class were designed with an adjustable chain that stopped the hammer head from

closing lower than your desired height. Never place your hand(s) under a treadle hammer that does not have a safety stop.

  Our first two days of class were spent forging the tools we would be using later on during the class. We forged the S-7 into

rough shaped tools, then sanded to final form and then the tool(s) were polished to a mirror finish on a buffing wheel.

Harding and tempering was then done on a rising heat. The tools were heated to a orange/orange-yellow 

color then the tips was quenched in oil (1 to 1 1/2 inches of the tip) and then let set aside to air cool. (Fig.1)

Our first project was a leaf. The metal had been pre-cut to shape for us. We annealed the piece before starting to shape it.

The shape was feathered on the edges. The veins were drawn in and the work began. Using a lead

backing plate, we used the fuller to go over the veins, taking care to keep the tool straight up &

down when holding. We moved along the vein line, moving the tool about 1/3 of the tool width

at a time. Several passes were made taking care not to touch the center vein when making the side

veins. Using a rounded ball tool, from the back we worked along the edge of the vein to make the

vein more pronounced. The steps were repeated to give prominence to the veins and to shape the

leaf. Then the stem was formed by rolling the metal with a ball pein hammer. After having shaped

the leaf to your liking we then brushed the leaf with a hand held power tool. A brass wire wheel

was then used (on warm metal) to add some color to the leaf. 

 The second project was a feather. We chiseled out the feather from 18 gauge mild steel.  The

edges are thinned or feathered slightly. Drawing a line from quill to the tip of the feather. On

either side of this line draw another line, making it wider at the quill and narrowing it to the tip.

Chisel lightly along the two outer lines. Using a butcher, work along the two chiseled lines,

pushing back the metal  on either side leaving a center shaft. Turn your piece over using the lead

block as your surface the feather sets on, so not to mar the front of the work done, use a narrow

fuller to push out the center shaft of the feather. Turn your work back over to the front side.

Working  with the wider butcher and the flattener continue to work the shape (Fig,2). The shaft

should now be raised and the blade of the feather should be flat. A cross section should look like

Fig.3.
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Figure 3: Cross-section of the  feather

Figure 4: Final Feather

Now to make the lines in the feather blade use a narrow chisel to

cut lines next to the shaft at an angle to the shaft. Using a wide

chisel extend the lines to the feather outer edge. They should be

random and extend from  the shaft to

the outer edge of the feather.

Working the quill from the back, roll the edge up and use a smaller hammer to roll the quill into

a rounded form (Fig.4). 

 

Our final project was a picture on steel of our own design. Draw design out onto paper.  The

steel is first annealed. Keeping one side of the steel up away from the coals will create a

marbled pattern that will be different than from the side setting on the coals. The metal is kept

flat by using a block of wood and a mallet from time to time. Remove the metal from the coals

and brush the scale off. After it has completely cooled off. We took our drawn design (picture)

and placing it on the marbled side of the metal,  we glued it into place with rubber cement.

Following the design the lines are chiseled into the steel though the paper pattern we drew. The

object part that we wanted to stand out is then butchered. You are pushing the background away

from the object. Turn over the metal, working from the back with the butcher, fuller or the

flattener, depending on the size or shape of the object will depend on which tools to use, you

will push away the metal, so the other parts will stand out in your design. This work will be

done using your lead block as backing, so the details of your work does not get marred or

erased. Working on a hard surface at this point will not work. The lead block being of softer

metal gives a surface that allows the design to stay. The lead block is made of soft lead, about

3/8 inches thick and the shape of your treadle hammer anvil top. The lead will have to be

re-melted and reformed after usage, because the hammering will mark and over a length of use

will make it un-useable.

I hope you try some of these techniques in your blacksmithing. It adds to the beauty of a piece especially if it is made to

depict a plant or animal as it is found in nature.
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The shop

The Plan
Or the ‘easy’ way

Hand-forging

Welding

And assembly

To produce.....

Rex Anderson’s Shop - Monticello - Mar 12,2005

(With thanks to Juan Holbrook for the

photographs)
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The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association(FABA)  is a 501(c)(3) non-profit educational organization whose

purposes are to teach, promote, and preserve the art of blacksmithing.  Contributions are tax-deductible

to the extent provided by law.  FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker monthly, and FABA

membership includes a subscription.  W e solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects

related to FABA’s purposes.  ABANA chapter newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted material if it is

credited to the author and this newsletter.  You need the publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted

material unless otherwise noted.

FABA Officers

President  Bill Robertson 850-668-2876 applecrossforge@nettally.com

Vice President Jeff Mohr 850-926-4448 mockingbirdforge@peoplepc.com

Treasurer Juan Holbrook 352-374-8888 juanylindagrace@aol.com

Secretary Anne Reynolds 561-793-2452 ARAReynolds@aol.com

Program Chairman –all of us-- -so volunteer- –Hey, Kids..Let’s put on a show!--

Newsletter Editor Steve Bloom 352-528-6508 sab@ironflower.com

Past President Bob Jacoby 904-260-9981  jacoby@fdn.com

Trustee #1 Tom Kennedy  407-469-3899 burninghandforge@hotmail.com

Trustee #2 Clyde Payton 850-997-3627 paytonforge@nettally.com

Trustee #3 Steve Kalb 239-489-2396 scpfdkalb@firehousemail.com

Trustee #4 John Butler 850-539-5742 jgbutler@sprintmail.com

The Florida  Clinker Breaker
FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION

Patty Draper, Membership Records

5079 Sundance Lane

Tallahassee,FL 32309

Steve Bloom, Editor

P.O. Box 760

Archer, FL 32618-0760

(352) 528-6508 or smith@blacksmithing.org

http://www.blacksmithing.org

1  Classst

Postage
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mailto:websmith@blacksmithing.org
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